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Abstract—This paper presents Spectral Profiling, a new method for profiling program execution without instrumenting or otherwise affecting the profiled system. Spectral Profiling monitors EM emanations unintentionally produced by the profiled system, looking for spectral “spikes” produced by periodic program activity (e.g. loops). This allows Spectral Profiling to determine which parts of the program have executed at what time. By analyzing the frequency and shape of the spectral “spike”, Spectral Profiling can obtain additional information such as the per-iteration execution time of a loop. The key advantage of Spectral Profiling is that it can monitor a system as-is, without program instrumentation, system activity, etc. associated with the profiling itself, i.e. it completely eliminates the “Observer’s Effect” and allows profiling of programs whose execution is performance-dependent and/or programs that run on even the simplest embedded systems that have no resources or support for profiling. We evaluate the effectiveness of Spectral Profiling by applying it to several benchmarks from MiBench suite on a real system, and also on a cycle-accurate simulator. Our results confirm that Spectral Profiling yields useful information about the runtime behavior of a program, allowing Spectral Profiling to be used for profiling in systems where profiling infrastructure is not available, or where profiling overheads may perturb the results too much (“Observer’s Effect”).

I. INTRODUCTION

Profiling of program execution is an essential part of performance optimization and performance analysis efforts. Typically, the goal of profiling is to identify the regions of code where the bulk of the execution time is spent (“hot” regions), which allows developers or the compiler to focus their optimization efforts. Another common goal of profiling is to gain more insight into the performance characteristics of some region of code, such as typical execution time or the variation in execution time for a code fragment, which can help programmers understand a performance problem and identify potential solutions [1], [2], [3], [4].

In practice, profiling is typically implemented through adding instrumentation to the program. At runtime, this instrumentation updates statistics about program execution at runtime, e.g. by counting how many times a particular point in the code was encountered during execution[1], [3], [5], [6]. For hot-region profiling, the alternative to instrumentation is to periodically interrupt execution and sample the program counter [2], [7], [8], [9], [10]. In recent years, support for profiling has been added to the hardware, especially for higher-end processors, which reduces (but does not eliminate) the execution time overheads (and the “Observer’s Effect”) of profiling, while increasing the cost of the processor even when profiling is not needed [8], [11], [12], [13], [14].

For some systems, especially in real-time and cyber-physical domains, program execution can change significantly when instrumentation (or profiling-induced interrupts) change the performance characteristics of the program. For example, these programs often include different algorithms that are used when there is a risk of not meeting real-time deadlines or safety criteria, and profiling instrumentation and/or interrupts may cause the system to use these “emergency” algorithms more often, leading to an execution profile that is no longer representative of profiling-free execution.

Profiling is also difficult in systems that have very limited resources, e.g. the processor performance and/or memory capacity may be barely sufficient for the system’s primary function and cannot accommodate profiling overheads, the system’s power source (e.g. energy harvesting) may not be able to support the added energy consumption to collect, store, process, or transmit the profiling data, and the processor has no advanced hardware support for profiling because it would significantly add to its (extremely low) cost.

Unfortunately, many Internet-of-things (IoT) devices have both types of limitations - real-time/cyber-physical systems operating under severe cost, energy, etc. limitations.

Even in some resource-rich profiling scenarios, e.g. already-deployed systems that suffer from unexplained performance problems, it would be highly desirable to profile the program execution as-is, without changing the program or the system activity in any way, to ensure that actual program behavior in that deployment is captured during profiling.

In this paper we present Spectral Profiling, a new approach to profiling that leverages unintentional EM emanations from the profiled systems. Spectral Profiling allows highly accurate profiling of loops and other repetitive activity, without perturbing the profiled system, the program it runs, or the characteristics of the execution, in any way.

The key insight in spectral profiling is that repetitive program activity (e.g. a loop) causes the unintentional EM signals to exhibit periodicity, i.e. the spectrum of these EM signals will have “spikes” at frequencies that correspond to the time spent
in each repetition of the program activity. For example, a loop whose per-iteration time is \( T \) will create a spike in the EM spectrum at frequency \( f = 1/T \) and multiples (harmonics) of that frequency. Spectral profiling relies on training with known inputs to identify the spike frequencies that are characteristic for each loop. During profiling, Spectral Profiling monitors the spectrum in real time to identify when spikes characteristic for each loop appear and disappear, allowing it to determine when each loop is entered and exited. Additionally, the frequency of the spike and its shape allow Spectral Profiling to determine the average per-iteration time for each loop and the distribution of the per-iteration time around that average.

The main contributions of this paper are:

- A new approach for profiling that requires no profiling-related support or activity on the profiled system.
- A proof-of-concept implementation of this approach to demonstrate its feasibility in practice.
- An experimental evaluation that shows our new approach achieves high profiling accuracy, both in a real system and in cycle-accurate simulation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the background related to our new approach. Section III describes the Spectral Profiling approach and details our proof-of-concept implementation. Section IV presents the evaluation setup and results for our proof-of-concept implementation of Spectral Profiling and some analysis about the runtime behavior of loops and how some architectural parameters of the profiled system affect our results. Finally, Section V briefly reviews related work and Section VI presents our overall conclusions.

II. BACKGROUND

Electronic circuits within computers generate EM emanations [15], [16], [17] as a side-effect of current flows. Since current flows in the systems can vary with program activity, these EM emanations often convey important information about program activity in the system. Most research work on EM emanations has focused on the risks they create as a side-channel, i.e. as a way for attackers to extract sensitive data values (such as cryptographic keys) from the system [16], [18], and on countermeasures against such attacks, primarily for smart-cards used for authentication and payments [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28].

Beyond extracting sensitive data values, side-channel emanations have also been used to learn more about program behavior, e.g. to identify webpages during browsing [29] or find anomalies in software activity [30], [31] without attributing emanations to specific parts of the code. However, results in [32], [33], [34], [35], [36] show that differences between different instructions can be measured in EM analog signals across different devices (e.g. desktops, laptops, FPGAs), identify which aspects of program activity modulate which EM-emanated signals [34], and even attribute emanations to specific dynamic paths in the code [36].

The goal of this paper is to leverage unintentional EM emanations for efficient, accurate, and observer-effect-free software profiling that can be applied to realistic program runs, where many millions of basic blocks are executed per second. This requires understanding the properties of EM signals created by typical program behaviors (loops and other repetitive activity), and exploiting these properties to efficiently match the EM signal to program code in large (e.g. million-cycle) chunks.

To illustrate main idea behind spectral profiling, Fig. 1 shows a spectrum of an AM modulated loop activity. We can observe a spike in a spectrum at \( f_{\text{clock}} = 1.0079 \) GHz. This signal is created by the processor clock periodic activity and acts as a carrier signal in AM modulation. On the left and the right side from the carrier, we can observe two spikes. They correspond to loop activity with execution time of 77 ns \((\approx 13 \text{ MHz})\) in “bit_count” benchmark from MiBench [37] suite that is AM modulated onto a carrier clock frequency \( f_{\text{clock}} = 1.0079 \) GHz. Please note that two spikes in the spectrum are an artifact of AM modulation. Fig. 1 indicates that if we observe a program spectra during runtime, we can deduce which spikes correspond to current executing path(s). By knowing the frequency of each path before runtime, during execution we can deduce (1) which path in the program is currently active, (2) how much time program has spent in this path, and (3) how many times this path has been executed.

As an application goes through different functions and loops, its spectrum is expected to change over time. To capture this dynamic spectrum behavior of an application, we use a short-time Fourier transform (STFT) that is defined as [38]

\[
STFT \{ s(t) \}(\tau, \omega) \equiv X(\tau, \omega) \\
= \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} x(t)w(t - \tau)e^{-j\omega t}dt,
\]

and then compute a spectrogram as follows:

\[
\text{spectrogram}(t, w) = |STFT(t, w)|^2
\]

In STFT, a long signal is divided into shorter, equal, and slightly overlapping segments (windows). Short windows yield better time resolution, but low frequency resolution, than longer windows, and overlapped windows (typically 50% to
100% overlap) are often used to avoid missing something that occurs at the transition between windows. In the next section we describe methodology of proposed Spectral Profiling.

III. SPECTRAL PROFILING

This section describes the Spectral Profiling approach, and our current implementation of it, in more detail. To illustrate how Spectral Profiling works, we use the “Basicmath” application from the MiBench [37] suite as a running example.

Spectral Profiling has two phases, training and profiling. In the training phase, we run the application with known training inputs to identify which spectra correspond to which part of the program (mostly loops), and also to identify the valid orderings between the parts of the program. In the profiling phase, we run the application with unknown inputs, record how the spectrum change over time, and combine that with the information from training to detect which part of the program is executing at each point in time.

Spectral Profiling’s recognition of activity is based on recognizing the corresponding spectrum. Any spectrum fundamentally corresponds to the signal observed over some interval of time (window), and the duration of this window represents a trade-off between temporal resolution and frequency resolution. Temporal resolution corresponds to being able to tell where exactly some program activity begins and ends. Fundamentally, a spectrum that corresponds to some time window “blurs together” activity for the entire window, so spectra collected with a short window allow more precise identification of the time when program activity has changed. This means that, to improve temporal resolution, we should use spectra collected over very short intervals of time. However, the number of frequency bins (i.e. the frequency resolution) in the spectrum is proportional to the duration of the time interval, so a spectrum collected over a very brief interval “lumps together” similar frequencies into one frequency bin. This means that two program activities that have spectral “spikes” with different shapes and/or similar frequencies cannot be told apart when using short-window spectra because the spectrum only has one bin for the entire frequency range where both spikes are.

Thus the time window should be short enough to capture relevant events in the profiled execution, e.g. it should be shorter than the duration of most loops - intuitively, attribution of execution time to specific code in the application will be performed at the granularity that is similar to the size of the window. In our Basicmath benchmark example, we use a window of 1ms with 75% overlap between consecutive windows, which provides attribution with 0.25 ms granularity and precision between 0.25 ms and 1 ms.

A. Training Phase

The goal of the training phase is to collect spectral signatures for all regions of the program, and also to identify the possible/probable sequence of the program’s execution, i.e. when one region of code is executed, which regions can possibly be executed immediately after that.

When we collect spectra during training, we face a dilemma. We can run the program just like we do for profiling (no modifications to the code, no change to the system, no collection of any information on the profiled system). The spectra obtained that way will then be the same as the spectra obtained during profiling, except when spectra produced by a region of code (e.g. a loop) are input-dependent. However, when training spectra are collected this way we do not know which spectrum corresponds to which part of the code.

Alternatively, we can instrument the program (or use interrupt-based sampling) to record which part of the code executes at what time, but the spectra collected in such execution are distorted by such changes and will poorly match the corresponding spectra during profiling.

Our current approach to resolving this dilemma is to first use instrumentation to measure the average per-iteration execution times for each loop. Then we re-run the program with the same training inputs but without the instrumentation to get the undistorted spectra. Finally, we use the per-iteration execution times and the frequencies of spikes in the spectrum to create spectrum-to-loop mappings.

1) Finding Per-Iteration Execution Time: We place instrumentation at the beginning and end of the loop body to get timestamps at those points, compute execution time for each iteration, and store it along with information about which loop they correspond to. When this training run ends, we compute the average per-iteration execution time for each loop instance. Note that this per-iteration time is only used in training to identify the frequency at which the corresponding spectrum should have a spike: if per-iteration time of a loop is $T$, we will expect the corresponding spectrum to have a spike at a frequency that is relatively close to $f = 1/T$.

In our Basicmath example, there are four different loops in the source code. Each of the four loops is instrumented to collect per-iteration execution time $T$, and Fig. 2 shows, for each loop, a histogram of frequencies $f = 1/T$ that correspond to these per-iteration execution times (i.e., 2.(a) corresponds to loop 1, 2.(b) corresponds to loop 2 and so on). This provides us with the approximate frequency at which to expect a spectral “spike” for each loop, along with information about the width and shape of each spike.

2) Finding Spectral Signatures for Each Loop: After calculating the frequency of each loop, we re-run the application with same inputs but without any instrumentation or profiling-related activity on the profiled device, and record the spectra for each time window. In each spectrum, we identify the spikes, then compare their frequencies and shapes to the histogram obtained from the previous (instrumented run). The matches are imperfect because instrumentation perturbs the execution time of a loop’s iteration, and thus changes the frequency and shape in the histogram. However, our matching is highly accurate because frequencies that correspond to different loops tend to differ more than the instrumentation-induced errors, because the error introduced by instrumentation is usually in the same direction (increases the per-iteration execution time), and also because our matching approach
utilizes the fact that the two runs used the same inputs and thus have the same sequence of loops. For example, Loop 3 and Loop 4 have relatively similar frequencies, but because we know that Loop 3 is likely to have a lower frequency than, and be executed before, Loop 4, the spectra corresponding to these loops can still be correctly “assigned”. In addition, after successfully assigning spectra to the loops, we will also have the sequences of the “assigned” loops.

Table I shows the list of frequencies for four loops in Basicmath. The “measured” column in the table shows the actual frequency of the loop (i.e. in the instrumentation-free run), and the “calculated” column shows the average frequency calculated from the instrumentation-enabled histogram. The relative error between the calculated and measured frequency for these loops is up to 2%, but we can still easily match them. Also note that the frequency error introduced by instrumentation increases as the frequency increases. This is because instrumentation has more effect on tight loops (short time per iteration, i.e. high frequency).

After matching spectra to loops, we pre-process the (instrumentation-free) spectrum that corresponds to each loop to identify the “spectral signature” for the loop. In our implementation, the signature is a list of frequencies for the strongest spikes in the spectrum, after removing spikes that appear in all spectra (e.g. for EM signals, for example, this eliminates spikes caused by radio stations, etc.). Note that the signature is not just one number that corresponds to the fundamental frequency of the loop. Some loops have a group of spikes instead of one spike, because their per-iteration execution time takes several discrete values (with some variation around each of them). In most cases, the spectrum also contains not only the spikes that correspond to the per-iteration execution time (fundamental frequency), but also spikes at multiples (harmonics) of that frequency. These additional spikes help differentiate spectra that correspond to different loops, so the signature we use includes all spikes whose magnitude is sufficiently above the noise floor.

### B. Profiling Phase

In training, we identified the spectral signature for each loop, and we have also identified the possible/probable sequences of loops (essentially, which loops can execute immediately after which other loops). Profiling consists of running the application with unknown inputs and obtaining profiling information about those runs.

#### 1) Matching of Loop Spectra:  
Because the profiling inputs are different from training inputs, it is natural to wonder if the spectrum of a loop will change. We have found that many loops, primarily innermost loops, have spectra that are nearly identical to those found in training. Intuitively, the spectrum changes when the per-iteration execution time changes, and in many loops only the number of iterations changes significantly from input to input, but the work of each iteration (and the statistics of branches and architectural events) remain similar. We call these Loops with Input-Independent Spectra (LIIS), and for these loops the spectrum can be matched to the corresponding spectrum from training.

During profiling, we use the same time window we used during training. For each time window during profiling, we obtain the spectrum for that window, identify the spikes in the spectrum (the spectral signature) and compare that signature to the signatures obtained during training. The comparison is performed by attempting to match the peaks in the profile-time and training-time signature. For each peak in the profile-time signature, we find the closest peak (according to frequency) in the training-time signature. If that closest frequency differs too much, the peak remains unmatched. If the closest frequency is very similar, the peak is counted as matched. After attempting to match each peak, the number of successfully matched peaks is used as the similarity metric between the signatures.

If the similarity is high between a profile-time spectral signature and the best-matching training-time signature of a loop, we attribute the execution during that profile-time window to that loop. For the vast majority of time-windows
that belong to LIIS loops, this similarity is very high and the execution is correctly attributed to the correct LIIS loop.

However, it is possible that none of the profile-time signatures matches the observed signature well enough. This happens primarily because the spectrum of some loops does change with frequency. For example, a command-line flag may cause every iteration of the loop to take one path in one execution and a significantly different path in another execution or a set of control flows inside the loop that can change the per-iteration execution time of the loop. For these loops, the spectrum still indicates that a loop is executing (spikes in the spectrum) and when the loop begins and ends (spikes appear at one time and disappear later) but the spectrum during profiling no longer matches any of the spectra from training.

**C. Sequence-Based Matching**

To attribute execution time to these Non-LIIS loops (and report their per-iteration execution time during the profiling run), we rely on the model of possible loop-level sequences constructed during profiling. Sequence-based matching begins after LIIS matching is completed for LIIS loops. The spectra from time windows that remain unmatched after LIIS matching are first clustered according to the same similarity metric we used to match LIIS loops to spectra from training, i.e. spectra that have many spikes at similar frequencies will be clustered together. At this point we have clusters where each cluster corresponds to a Non-LIIS loop, but we do not yet know which loop in the code this cluster corresponds to.

However, for each “mystery spectrum” we know that it should be matched to a region of code that is not a LIIS loop, and the LIIS loop spectra observed before and after the “mystery spectrum” tell us which loops have been executed before and after each instance of the “mystery” loop whose cluster we are considering. Fortunately, the model of the application’s loop-to-loop transitions restricts the possibilities for matching so that usually only a single Non-LIIS loop remains as a possible match. When there are multiple possible matches, i.e. the “mystery spectra” in a cluster could possibly belong to more than one Non-LIIS loop, we match the cluster to the Non-LIIS loop whose training signature has the highest average similarity to the spectra in the cluster.

**Fig. 3** shows the profiling-time spectrogram of the Basicmath application. The bold line at 1.008 MHz is the clock signal. The periodic program behavior amplitude-modulates this signal, and the straight lines to the right of this line represent the upper sideband of the modulated signal, i.e. they have the spectrum that corresponds to program behavior but that spectrum is shifted upward in frequency by the clock frequency [34]. In this execution the four loops are executed one after the other (shown by arrows). In this case all four loops were matched through LIIS matching, but if any one of the was not matched through LIS matching, it would still be successfully matched through sequence-based matching.

**IV. RESULTS**

This section presents our experimental results, first for profiling of execution in real systems through EM emanations, and then for profiling through power signals generated through cycle-accurate simulation. We tested 13 different applications from MiBench [37] benchmark suite on both of these plat-
forms. For real system, we used A13-OLinuXino-MICRO [39]. A13-OLinuXino is a single-board Linux computer which has ARM Cortex A8 processor [40]. For cycle-accurate simulator, we used SESC simulator [41].

A. EM-based Spectral Profiling on Real Systems

1) Experimental Setup: To demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of Spectral Profiling, we used it to profile applications running on a single-board computer (A13-OLinuXino), which has a 2-issue in-order ARM Cortex A8 processor with 32kB L1 and 256KB L2 caches, and uses Debian Linux as its operating system (OS). Our Spectral Profiling for this system uses electromagnetic (EM) emanations that are received by a commercial small electric antenna (PBS-E1) ([42]) that is placed next to the profiled system’s processor. The antenna is placed where the clock signal has the strongest Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR).

A spectrum analyzer (Agilent MXA N9020A) is then used to record the spectra of the signals collected by the antenna. A spectrum analyzer can be relatively costly (several tens of thousands of dollars), but we elected to use a spectrum analyzer primarily because it provides calibrated measurements, and already has support for automating measurements and for saving and analyzing measured results. In additional experiments, we observed similar spectra with less expensive (<$5,000) commercial software-defined radio receivers.

2) Measurement-Based Results: We apply Spectral Profiling to all 13 applications from the automotive, communications, network, and security categories in the MiBench suite. We used a 1 ms window size with 75% of overlap between windows in all applications except GSM, where we used a 0.5 ms window to improve temporal resolution for attribution of execution time for short-lived loops.

For training, markers are inserted as described in Section 3, except for very tight loops where markers are inserted before and after each loop and, if needed, only iteration-counting is added to the loop. The per-iteration time in this case is computed by dividing the between-markers time by the number of iterations. Each marker reads and records the current clock cycle count from the ARM Performance Counter Unit (ARM-PMU) [14], which provides information similar to the x86 “rdtsc” instruction [43]. The training runs are repeated with several different command line flags, in order to identify the sequence of loops that can occur in each application.

The insertion of markers and the identification of possible sequences for an application are both accomplished fully automatically. Identification of loop nests and marker insertion are implemented as a Clang tool, and identification of possible loop sequences in implemented as a pass in LLVM 3.7.

After training, for which we used the small input set [37], we perform actual profiling with the original unmodified code (no markers) and with the large input set [37]. The accuracy we measure is defined as the fraction of execution time for which our method correctly identifies the loop that is currently executing. This accuracy is not 100% because of (1) miss-attribute, during which our algorithm matches the spectrum to a different loop (i.e. loop A is actually executing, but the algorithm matches the spectrum to loop B instead) at loop B, and (2) non-attribute, during which our algorithm finds that the spectrum is too different from loop spectra observed in training, so it leaves such intervals un-attributed. Non-attribute is typically a result of computation whose spectrum varies widely depending on inputs, or activity that has no recognizable spectral signature (e.g. loops whose per-iteration time varies a lot from iteration to iteration).

Fig. 4 (left) shows the breakdown of profiled execution time into that was accurately attributed, time that was miss-attributed, and non-attributed time. In all benchmarks except GSM, our method provides correct attribution during at least 90% of the execution time, with the arithmetic mean at 93%. Miss-attribute occurs during less than 4% of the execution time, except in QSORT, where miss-attribute occurs during 8% of the time. The larger miss-attribute for QSORT occurs primarily because the std::qsort library function does not have a stable signature, so it is often miss-attributed. It is quite possible that the variation in std::qsort spectra is a result of having multiple loops in that function. Unfortunately, our marker insertion did not include library code so our scheme
treats the entire `std::qsort` function as a single entity and expects it to have the same spectrum throughout its execution. We expect that this problem can be overcome by also adding loop markers to library code. Overall, the arithmetic mean for miss-recognition is 2.26%.

B. Simulated Results

To provide further evidence that the ability to do Spectral Profiling is a result of a fundamental connection between repetitive program behavior and the spectra of resulting side-channel signals, we apply Spectral Profiling power signals produced via cycle-accurate architectural simulation in SESC [41], a cycle accurate simulator that includes CACTI [44] and WATTCH [45] power models. In this simulation, we model a 1.8GHz 4-issue out-of-order core with 32KB L1 and 64MB L2 caches.

Fig. 4 (right) shows the profiling accuracy results from these simulations, with the accurate-attribution-percentage at 98% on average. This is slightly better than for our real-system results, mainly because simulation-produced power signals are free of radio-frequency noise and other problems that present in EM signals received from real systems are: measurement error, frequency-dependent distortion (for some EM frequencies the real system acts as a better “transmitter” than for others), etc. The arithmetic mean for miss-recognition in simulations is 1.19% which is again slightly better than for the real system.

Overall, Spectral Profiling remains effective in spite of differences in clock rates (1.008 GHz vs. 1.8 GHz), pipelines (In-order vs. Out-of-order), use of different signals (EM emanations vs. power), etc. This provides strong evidence that the existence of spectral signatures is not an anomaly of the particular system we used in our experiment, and that Spectral Profiling is likely to be effective for a wide variety of other real computer systems.

C. Loops with Input-independent Spectra

As discussed in previous section, some loops produce spectral “spikes” whose frequency does not change significantly with changing inputs, while others have input-dependent spectra. Recall that the frequencies of the “spikes” depend on the loop’s average per-iteration time and not on the number or iteration executed in the loop, so loops with input-independent spectra (which we abbreviate as LIIS) tend to be innermost loops. Conversely, loops with input-dependent spectra tend to be outer loops whose inner loops have input-dependent iteration counts, or loops that have a set of control flows which can change the per-iteration execution time of the loop. The reason we are interested in LIIS loops is that, during profiling, their execution can be directly recognized from the spectrum. The remaining loops may still be correctly attributed, but that attribution consists of (1) identifying stable spectral patterns (the spectrum has “spikes” that remain the same for a while, which indicates that the system is likely executing a single loop) and (2) using the program’s possible loop-level sequences (learned from training), i.e. the knowledge of which loops may possibly execute immediately after other loops, to attribute that activity to a specific non-LIIS loop.

D. Accuracy for Loop Exit/Entry Time Profiling

In addition to overall accuracy with which execution time is attributed to specific loops, we measured how accurate our method is at determining the exact time when a loop is entered and exited. Specifically, if in the profiled run some loop “Loop1” starts at time $t_1$, and our Spectral Profiling implementation identifies $t'_1$ as the start time, then the difference between $t'_1$ and $t_1$ is the deviation (error) for this “sample” in this experiment. The samples in this experiment...
are loop start and end times for all dynamic instances of all loops executed in the application, and for each application we report the standard deviation across these samples, normalized to the average duration of the loop. Because we need the actual start/end times for each loop to compute the error, we only perform this measurement in simulation (where we can get the actual loop entry/exit times without changing the timing of the execution itself). The per-application results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 6, and across all benchmarks, the average of these normalized standard deviations is 1.42%.

E. Runtime Behavior of Loops

In addition to providing useful information about which regions of the code are hot and how much time is spent in each region, Spectral Profiling can also exploit the shape of the spikes in the spectrum to tell us the runtime behavior of the each loop. For example, sharp spikes indicate that almost all iterations of the loop take same amount of time. Conversely, having a wide spike, or a group of spikes, indicates that different iterations of the loop have different execution times. Such variation in per-iteration execution time could occur in outer loops when the number of iterations in their inner loops varies, and even in inner loops due to architectural events (e.g. cache misses, branch miss-predictions, etc) or differences in control flow among loop iterations. Identifying loops with unusually large per-iteration performance variation may help programmers identify performance problems, e.g. problems caused by unexpectedly large number of architectural events, unexpectedly frequent use of a long and seemingly unlikely program path within the loop body, etc.

To illustrate how Spectral Profiling can help understand performance of a loop, Fig. 7 shows the spectrogram (how the spectrum changes over time, where the spectrum is displayed horizontally and elapsed time is shown from bottom to top) for one loop in the “Blowfish” benchmark, for the real-system EM signal without any markers. We also show a histogram of actual per-iteration execution times in this loop, obtained by the markers during the execution with same inputs with markers. As seen in this figure, the duration and intensity of spikes in the frequency spectrum indicate how often (and when during the loop) different per-iteration execution times occur. In this loop, the variation in per-iteration execution time is caused by cache misses on one memory access instruction and branch mispredictions on two difficult-to-predict branch instruction in the loop body.

F. Effects of Changing Architecture

To show that ability to benefit from Spectral Profiling is not taking advantage of any specific architectural property of target machine, Fig. 8 shows the spectrogram for a same application, using the same inputs, on two different simulated systems:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Clock</th>
<th>Core</th>
<th>Caches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (Simple CPU)</td>
<td>50 MHz</td>
<td>InO 1-Wide</td>
<td>4 KB L1, No L2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (Modern CPU)</td>
<td>1.8 GHz</td>
<td>OoO 4-Wide</td>
<td>32 KB L1, 64 MB L2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this run, the application executes seven loops. The first loop is a nested loop that’s why its signature is poorly defined at lower frequencies (which correspond to to the outer loop) with a sharp spike that corresponds to the inner loop at around 7.8 MHz in Config A and 81MHz in Config B. The remaining six loops each have a well-defined frequency, and can be clearly seen in spectrograms for both Config A and Config B. The vertical lines in the Config B spectrogram appear weaker because the spectral power of each spectral spike is distributed across a narrow frequency band as the out-of-order execution engine introduces slight variation among per-iteration execution times in each loop. However, spikes are still easily identifiable in both spectrograms, and allow us to attribute execution time to each of these seven loops, and also to determine their per-iteration execution time and its variation.

G. Size of the SFFT Window

Ideally, the profiled periodic activity lasts much longer than the window we use to compute the spectrum, so the “blurring” at the beginning and end of the activity introduces an error that
is negligible relative to the duration of the activity. However, as described in Section III, windows that are too short provide low spectral resolution, i.e. they make it more difficult to tell different spectra apart. Consequently, the window size is a compromise between these two considerations. To illustrate this, Fig. 9 shows the spectrogram when the window is 500 µs and when it is 50 µs. The application spends most of its time in two loops, one with a frequency close to 3 MHz (the spectrogram also shows its harmonic that is close to 6 MHz), and the other loop has a frequency close to 5 MHz. Both spectrograms are derived from simulation-based power signals for the same simulation run. As can be seen in the figure, the shorter window allows us to clearly identify transitions between these loops. The longer window, however, sometimes (e.g. for 0.6 ms to 1.2 ms on the spectrogram) only indicates that both loops are active during the interval. However, note that the vertical lines in the short-window spectrogram are thicker – this indicates that the frequency bins are wider, i.e. there is less spectral resolution. In this particular example, the frequencies of the loops are far apart, so even the 50 µs window provides enough spectral resolution to distinguish them. This indicates that adaptive window size can improve Spectral Profiling accuracy beyond what is shown in this paper, where each experiment used a fixed window size.

V. RELATED WORK

Information obtained through program profiling is useful for code optimization (e.g., [46]), testing and debugging (e.g., [47]), and software maintenance (e.g., [48]), and much effort has been invested in tools, algorithms, and even hardware support for profiling (e.g. [1], [2], [7], [8], [9], [10]). Profilers typically use instrumentation [49], [50], [1], [3], [5], [6] to count how often each part of the code is executed, or even to account for actual execution time, e.g. by reading a cycle-resolution counter [43]. Another approach is to periodically interrupt the program [2], [7], [8], [9], [13] and obtain samples of the program counter (PC) during execution, and use the distribution of these samples as an approximate distribution of where time was spent in the program. Hardware support [8], [11], [12], [13], [14] has been added to many processor specifically to reduce profiling overheads.

However, the overheads introduced by profiling can still be problematic. These overheads can be especially high if we need to profile the per-iteration behavior if tight (only a few instructions per iteration) loops. Even when overheads are a relatively small percentage of the execution time, they might fundamentally change the behavior of the application, especially in real-time and cyber-physical systems where the
application may switch to less demanding algorithms to avoid missing deadlines. In embedded and IoT systems, another problem is the lack (or limited) debugging infrastructure, resources (e.g., memory) to store profiling information, and the additional overheads and perturbation introduced by sending the profiling information out of the profiled system. Some of these problems can be addressed by adding Trace/Debug interfaces, but they often change the form factor of the device and limit its usability.

To our knowledge, the only other approach that attributes side-channel signals to specific parts of the program is ZOP [36], which uses time-domain correlation (i.e., correlation of signal samples obtained from the digital-to-analog converter) at the granularity of acyclic paths (usually one of a few basic blocks). As a result, ZOP requires orders of magnitude more computational effort and has only been evaluated for very brief runs. In contrast, Spectral Profiling exploits the connection between common program behaviors (loops) and the resulting EM signals to provide at-speed profiling of arbitrarily long program runs.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents Spectral Profiling, a new method for profiling program execution without instrumenting or otherwise affecting the profiled system. Spectral Profiling monitors EM emanations unintentionally produced by the profiled system, looking for spectral “spikes” produced by periodic program activity (e.g., loops). This allows Spectral Profiling to determine which parts of the program have executed at what time and, by analyzing the frequency and shape of the spectral “spike”, obtain additional information such as the per-iteration execution time of a loop. The key advantage of Spectral Profiling is that it can monitor a system as-is, without program instrumentation, system activity, etc. associated with the profiling itself, i.e. it completely eliminates the “Observer’s Effect” and allows profiling of programs whose execution is performance-dependent and/or programs that run on even the simplest embedded systems that have no resources or support for profiling. We evaluate the effectiveness of Spectral Profiling by applying it to several benchmarks from MiBench suite on a real system, and also on a cycle-accurate simulator. Our experimental results show that our current implementation of Spectral Profiling on average correctly attributes 93% of execution time when applied to EM emanations from an actual IoT device, and we confirm the versatility of the approach by also successfully applying it to the power signal produced through cycle-accurate simulation of several different architectures, from sophisticated out-of-order cores to simple in-order cores. Additionally, our finding confirm that Spectral Profiling yields additional useful information about the runtime behavior of loops. Overall, Spectral Profiling can be used for profiling in systems where profiling infrastructure is not available, or where profiling overheads may perturb the results too much (“Observer’s Effect”).
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